Alternative reproductive tactics are ubiquitous in many species. Tactic expression often depends on whether an individual's condition surpasses thresholds that are responsible for activating particular developmental pathways. Two central goals in understanding the evolution of reproductive tactics are quantifying the extent to which thresholds are explained by additive genetic effects, and describing their covariation with condition-related traits. We monitored the development of early sexual maturation that leads to the sneaker reproductive tactic in Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.). We found evidence for additive genetic variance in the timing of sexual maturity (which is a measure of the surpassing of threshold values) and body-size traits. This suggests that selection can affect the patterns of sexual development by changing the timing of this event and/or body size. Significant levels of covariation between these traits also occurred, implying a potential for correlated responses to selection. Closer examination of genetic covariances suggests that the detected genetic variation is distributed along at least five directions of phenotypic variation. Our results show that the potential for evolution of the life-history traits constituting this reproductive phenotype is greatly influenced by their patterns of genetic covariance.
INTRODUCTION
Alternative reproductive phenotypes are generally viewed as different sexual strategies or tactics that ensure some level of reproductive success under strong competition for reproductive resources [1, 2] . Alternative reproductive tactics are widespread throughout the animal kingdom and are characterized by extreme discontinuity in the variation of reproductive traits within members of the same sex. This is observed, for example, in the horn or wing length in many species of insects [3, 4] , or body size of numerous fish species [1, 5] .
Many alternative phenotypes depend on switch mechanisms that are sensitive to internal and external aspects of an individual's environment and that mediate development towards the particular phenotypes [6] . The activation of these switch mechanisms depends on an individual's threshold of sensitivity to its somatic state and is usually quantified with measures of body size or energy storage (but is also affected by a combination of physiological factors and social interactions) [4, 6, 7] .
Within a population, body size and surrogate measurements of these threshold values (such as hormone concentrations) may show important levels of phenotypic variation and covariation. For example, the threshold value that switches on a particular developmental pathway may vary with size (or growth) during sensitive ontogenetic stages. The potential for evolutionary change, however, depends on the extent of the additive genetic variance and covariance in these traits (as measured by heritability and genetic correlation, respectively) [8] . Providing that size and the surrogate measure of the thresholds have a heritable component, a strong genetic correlation may be expected to occur [8] and consequently affect how each trait responds to selection [4, 9, 10] .
However, our current understanding of how alternative reproductive tactics evolve is limited by our knowledge about the patterns of genetic variance and covariance between the thresholds and the traits responsible for the surpassing of these values. Furthermore, consideration of the additive genetic covariances among all the measured traits in a phenotype (as described by the G-matrix, or G) may result in a biased distribution of additive genetic variance so that it is mostly summarized by a few trait combinations, or dimensions [11 -13] . Thus, a form of constraint in the capacity for evolution emerges if some phenotypic aspects lack additive genetic variance [11, 12] . Quantifying the multivariate nature of inheritance of such key life-history traits is therefore a major goal in evolutionary ecology because it allows us to understand how the genetic relationships among traits facilitate or impose constraints to phenotypic change [9, 14] .
The development of alternative reproductive pathways results in extreme divergence in virtually every aspect of the life cycle of almost all salmonid fish species (as well as many other vertebrates). The Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) is remarkable among salmonids because alternative tactics are almost exclusively found in males and are characterized by extreme size dimorphism (approx. 10Â order of magnitude). Individuals that mature early in life divert energetic resources to the production of gonad tissue at the expense of somatic growth. This occurs at young ages, while still living in natal freshwater habitats, during a life stage referred to as parr [15] . In contrast, other males mature later in life after having completed a marine feeding migration phase and returning to freshwater breeding habitats at much larger sizes (the anadromous or fighter tactic). During the spawning activity of anadromous fish, precociously mature males behave as opportunistic sneakers, darting into nests to fertilize the eggs deposited by females [5, 15] .
Great variation exists within and among salmon populations in the incidence of sneaker males, the age and size at which maturation occurs, and the developmental trajectories that follow [16, 17] . Although interpopulation variation in patterns of early maturity is explained partially by variation in growth opportunity [16, 18] , empirical evidence exists for differences in sensitive threshold values to body condition (which is usually described using body-size measures) [19 -21] . Although some evidence also suggests genetically based spatial variation in thresholds for early sexual maturity and other life-cycle characteristics [21, 22] , we lack a detailed characterization of the evolvability of alternative developmental trajectories in this species.
The genetic basis of such alternative reproductive tactics is traditionally modelled as a threshold trait with an underlying liability that is normally distributed [8] . The liability is hypothesized to represent a compound trait (e.g. including body size, energetic state and social hierarchy) that, when taken in reference to a fixed threshold value, results in the expression of the dichotomous phenotypes [8] . The quantification of the threshold value in this approach is necessarily made at the population level (commonly using logistic regression techniques), rather than at the individual level. However, inherent in the prediction that individuals develop a reproductive tactic depending on aspects of their condition is the notion that each individual must have a threshold value sensitive to their somatic state [7, 23] . A difficulty with this lies thus in the quantification of the threshold value, as it is likely to represent a composite energetic or physiological state of the individual that is affected by a variety of traits. In this study, we quantify the point in time when the onset of sexual maturation has a visible effect on individual growth (i.e. the timing of early sexual maturity). We use this time as a surrogate measure of the surpassing of threshold values activating early maturity, and we estimate this variable by examining the entire developmental trajectory of individual sneaker males.
We then assess the potential for phenotypic change by natural selection of this sexual tactic. Specifically, we first estimate the additive genetic relationships between the timing of early sexual maturity and body-size traits (measured before and after sexual maturation). With this, we test the hypothesis of no genetic (co)variance between the measured traits, allowing us to assess whether the correlated potential for phenotypic change varies across the ontogeny of sneaker males. We then use multivariate techniques to summarize the major directions of additive genetic variation from G [9, 24, 25] . This allows us to discuss the distribution of genetic variance across the measured phenotypes, as well as the likelihood of genetic constraints.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Mating design and rearing conditions In autumn 2004, four anadromous females, six anadromous males and eight mature male parr were captured in the northeastern branch of the Sainte-Marguerite River (Québec, Canada). They were used to produce a pedigree with both a maternal and paternal half-sib structure (table 1) . Details on the early-life rearing conditions are found in [26] . 4 , p , 0.001). All the points discussed above lead to variation in sample sizes throughout the experiment. However, sampling variation was mostly restricted to changes in the number of individuals within families rather than to changes in the number of families measured (except for the one family lost in August 2005). Overall, at least one phenotypic record was obtained for 2683 individuals, of which 574 were mature male parr. The statistical properties of the pedigree constituted by the mature parr are described in table 1. Note that we were logistically constrained to a small number of progenitors. However, genetic variation should be sufficiently represented in our design as only the variance arising from the effects of rare alleles is likely to be excluded [27] . The additional loss of genetic variation owing to the asymmetry in the number of sires and dams is also expected to be small [28] . dorsal fin to the most ventral point of the body) were measured at hatching (April) and emergence (July) in 2005, and in January, April, July and early November 2006. The sampling protocol conducted at hatching and emergence is described by Páez et al. [26] . For the other sampling dates, all individuals were anaesthetized with 10 per cent eugenol, photographed against a millimetric ruler and then allowed to recover before being returned to the corresponding tank.
The software IMAGEJ [29] was used to calibrate images to the nearest millimetre and to measure BL and BD. BM measurements to the nearest gram were taken at sampling. Alternative male reproductive tactics were first observed in April 2006 and were readily distinguishable by early November 2006. Mature male parr conserved the cryptic juvenile coloration, produced milt and reached a growth plateau. In contrast, male smolts (i.e. the migratory, immature phenotype) had developed a silver coloration, were more streamlined and were growing exponentially by the last sampling date. Thus, we used these characteristics to class individuals as mature parr or as immature smolts. Smolts were then classed into males and females by examining gonads after dissection.
(c) Estimation of the timing of sexual maturity In Atlantic salmon, the mechanism signalling early maturity results in investment in reproductive tissue at a cost to future somatic growth [17, 30] . This finding was corroborated by comparisons between several growth models based on Akaike information criteria (AIC). This suggested that sigmoidal growth models, having a parameter representing a point of inflection of the growth trajectory, fitted the data much better than either linear or exponential models. Among the models tested, we found that the logistic growth model had the best fit, with the highest squared correlation between observed and predicted values (r 2 ¼ 0.97), as well as the lowest AIC score (such that differences in AIC scores between the linear, exponential, von Bertalanffy, and Gompertz models and the logistic growth model were 109.5, 855.5, 827.9 and 46.0, respectively).
Therefore, for each individual mature parr for which all six BL measurements were available (that is, 216 individuals), the logistic growth model BL $ a 1 þ e ÀkðdateÀbÞ was fitted to the data. Here, BL is a function ($) of the parameters a, k and b, which describe, respectively, the asymptote, rate of increase and inflection point of the curve. 'date' is the number of days after hatching when the measurements were made. The individual estimates of inflection points obtained represent the specific date during the growth trajectory at which males divert energetic resources to gonad tissue [17, 31, 32] .
(d) Quantitative genetic analyses Here, we briefly describe the main steps in our procedure to estimate genetic (co)variance components ( §2e -h) using animal models. We have assumed that the measurements made at each date are age-specific traits, for a total of 18 traits. Such an assumption is realistic, given the impressive morphological and physiological changes between juvenile and precocious sexual maturation states that occur over a short period (e.g. [33] ).
(e) Univariate animal models: choice of fixed effects The effects of six variables were evaluated for all traits to determine whether the estimation of quantitative genetic parameters should be conditioned on potential sources of variation owing to the experimental set-up and rearing conditions [34] . A description of these variables is found in the electronic supplementary material, table S1. The effects of these variables were evaluated by adding them as fixed effects in an LMM, which also included, as random effects, the sire and dam identity, the early-life common environment and the common environment experienced after tagging. The significance of the fixed effects was evaluated using F-tests [35] (and are also presented in electronic supplementary material, table S1). Only those variables found to have a significant effect (at a , 0.05) on the trait were retained for the subsequent analyses concerning the partitioning of variance components.
In a previous study, we documented an important contribution of the maternal environment on the traits measured at emergence [26] . However, because of the smaller number of dams used in this study and because maternal effects are known to decline shortly after emergence in the Atlantic salmon [36] , we fitted maternal identity as a fixed effect only for these traits.
(f) Univariate animal models: choosing random effects and estimating heritability Similarly, the effects of common environmental sources of variation induced by the rearing environment can potentially inflate additive genetic variance estimates if unaccounted for [37] . The initial structure of each animal model therefore consisted of the fixed effect(s), as found above, and the random effects, as described by the animal term and the tank environment both before and after tagging. Therefore, for each trait, the full animal model
was fitted, where y is a vector of phenotypic observations of all individuals and m is a vector of fitted fixed effects related to phenotypic observations through the incidence matrix X. 
common rearing conditions, characteristic of the tank environment before and after tagging, respectively. These random effects are related to the phenotypic observations through the incidence matrices Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 . Finally, the vector e contains the residual variation.
The significance of the common environmental effects was then assessed with log-likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) between the full model and reduced models, omitting the term. We interpreted a significant common environmental effect as a potential biasing factor in the estimation of heritability, therefore justifying its inclusion in the final model. However, we excluded the effect from subsequent analyses if it did not significantly increase deviance of the model [37] .
Significant effects of the tank environment after tagging were found for the BD measured in November (LRT ¼
The inclusion of the common environmental effects before tagging, however, never improved the log likelihood of the models, indicating that the effects of the common environment are adequately partitioned out through the fixed effects. Once the random effects structure of the animal models was established, we tested the significance of the additive genetic variance, using LRT. Narrow-sense heritability (h 2 ) was then calculated as the ratio of additive variance (V A ) to total phenotypic variance (V P ).
(g) Bivariate animal models: estimating genetic correlations All possible genetic correlations between the 18 traits were then estimated, using bivariate animal models. The significance of genetic covariances was also evaluated, using the LRT score obtained from comparing a full model with a reduced model, where genetic covariance is set at 0. The genetic correlation (r g ) was then calculated as
where COV trait1,trait2 is the additive genetic covariance between the traits, and V Atrait1 and V Atrait2 are the additive genetic variance for trait 1 and trait 2, respectively. All genetic, phenotypic and residual pairwise estimates are presented in the electronic supplementary material, tables S2 and S3.
(h) Multivariate animal model: determining dimensionality and major patterns of additive genetic variation We used the 'subset' and 'itsum' functions implemented in WOMBAT on the estimates of the bivariate analyses to construct a covariance matrix of starting values with non-negative eigenvalues suitable for multivariate modelling [38] . The number of dimensions or principal components of the G-matrix summarizing genetic variation was determined using factor-analytic modelling [39] . In this method, the G-matrix was constrained at 18 to 1 dimensions and a series of nested LRTs were used to determine whether removal of a dimension resulted in a significant worsening of the model fit [39, 40] . For the statistically supported dimensions, we identified significant trait loadings (greater than þ0.1245 or lower than 20.1245), using Fisher's inverse hyperbolic tangent transformation [41] with a Bonferroni correction to control the type I error rate. Finally, we used AIC as a concomitant measure to determine the number of dimensions required to adequately represent the patterns of additive genetic covariance between the traits [42] .
RESULTS
The development of alternative life histories in the Atlantic salmon was characterized by divergent growth trajectories (figure 1). The activation of early sexual maturity, as estimated from the point of inflection in the logistic growth curves, occurs on average at 317.8 + 59.9 days after hatching (figure 1). Individual body sizes at these days correspond on average to a BL of 93.3 + 15.2 mm and a BM of 8.34 + 3.03 g. These values agree closely to those reported in other studies [19, 21] Based on our bivariate comparisons, we found strong and significant genetic correlations between these traits after the activation of sexual maturation. In contrast, the genetic correlations with traits measured at early life stages are smaller and always non-significant (table 2) . Furthermore, positive genetic correlations between traits measured at the different sampling dates were also detected (particularly after January 2006), implying a largely shared genetic basis for some traits across ontogeny (electronic supplementary material, table S2; figure 2).
We detected genetic variance on five principal components of G (as constraining G from five to four PCs results in a worsening of the model fit: figure 2 (electronic supplementary material, tables S4 -S7).
DISCUSSION
A major component in our understanding of the consequences of natural selection and other evolutionary processes lies in knowing the extent of the genetic variation characterizing phenotypes. Particularly relevant to condition-dependent phenotypes, quantifying the genetic basis of the key life-history traits associated with the available developmental pathways allows us to better comprehend the mechanisms that maintain this variation and facilitate or impose constraints to their evolution.
Our experiment reveals two growth trajectories among juvenile salmon, the fastest being associated with Early maturation in salmon D. J. Páez et al. 2153 migration and the slowest (male-biased) being associated with either delayed migration or precocious maturity. Note that several studies suggest that mature parr display the fastest growth when compared with immature, juvenile fish. This result generally occurs when mature parr growth is compared with the growth of delayed migrants, rather than with that of the earliest migrants, thus confusing the relationship between growth rate and tactic choice Overall, our results show that the variation in the development of early sexual maturation and the sneaker reproductive tactic in male Atlantic salmon is characterized by genetic variation. Selection can therefore modify the patterns of sexual development through its effects on the timing of early sexual maturity and/or body size. As a result, the capacity to respond to selection at these life-history traits may contribute to the striking differences in the incidence of early maturation, as well as in other life-history characteristics, such as size and age at maturity, observed across the distribution of this species [17, 20, 21] .
However, selection acting only on the timing of maturation will cause a correlated response on body size (and vice versa) because these traits are genetically correlated. The specific pattern of covariation observed suggests that while small pleiotropic interactions between genes influence the covariation of these traits in the early life stages, much stronger interactions characterize the stages later in life. Therefore, selection occurring on traits after the developmental threshold is surpassed is likely to generate a stronger correlated response than selection occurring earlier in life, when the genetic correlations between these traits are not as strong.
The possibility that directional selection may act on the timing of sexual maturity while taking a stabilizing form on body size may potentially occur (e.g. when delayed sexual maturity is selected for in the commercial production of this species). In this case, selection could favour changes in the timing of maturation without causing a correlated response on size [43] . However, for the timing of this event to evolve independently from other traits, part of the additive genetic variance must be unique to this trait alone [43] . Although we have not estimated such trait-specific genetic variances, we have shown that the timing of early sexual maturity has a heritable basis that covaries to different degrees across ontogeny with body size. Therefore, further partitioning of the additive genetic variance into trait-specific and shared components is necessary to understand the capacity of independent evolution of these traits [43, 44] .
We also found positive genetic correlations between the very early-and late-life body sizes, suggesting that the effects of selection at one age are likely to have correlated effects at other ages, even in the case where a developmental switch mechanism is activated. A more holistic examination of G, based on its decomposition into all possible patterns of trait covariation, confirmed that most of the genetic variance is described by positive covariation between traits. This pattern is the expected outcome of a principal component describing the size variation particular to each trait [45 -47] . Therefore, and italic represent significant estimates with a between 0.01 and 0.05. p-values were adjusted using the Benjamini -Hochberg method to control for false discovery rates [55] . Trait codes: EmL, emergence length; EmB, emergence body depth; EmM, emergence body mass; JaL, January length; JaB, January body depth; JaM, January body mass; ApL, April length; ApB, April body depth; ApM, April body mass; JuL, July length; JuB, July body depth; JuM, July body mass; NoL, November length; NoB, November body depth; NoM, November body mass; Gon, gonad mass; Org, organ mass; Time, timing of early sexual maturity. because PC1 summarizes most of the observed additive genetic variance, phenotypic aspects related to size are expected to be the least resistant to selection [25, 45] . Smaller but significant amounts of additive genetic variance were also represented by at least four other directions of trait covariation, suggesting that phenotypes with such characteristics may also evolve under specific selective regimes [48] . Given the high heterogeneity of habitat features, variable selection regimes are plausible across the distribution of the Atlantic salmon [49 -51] . Therefore, providing that selection acts on the phenotypic combinations containing additive genetic variance, contrasting patterns of trait variation across the distribution of this species may occur.
Our results show that the genetic variance of the measured traits lies along five directions of phenotypic variation. Although the lack of genetic variance in the remaining 13 dimensions is affected by the small sampling design [39] and reflects either the covariation between traits through time or among the three body measures within sampling dates, it may also reflect the presence of genetic constraints to the response to selection [40] . However, caution is required when interpreting our results in this context because the high genetic correlations between the repeated measures obtained for each trait from April 2006 onwards suggest that the measures represent largely the same biological trait. This pattern of covariation coincides with the approach of an asymptotic rate of change in trait development. Thus, as this asymptote is reached, it is possible that the development of these traits does not draw on additional sources of genetic variation, causing the genetic correlations to approach a value of 1.
Another form of constraint to the evolution of alternative life histories may occur if shared traits across the sexual tactics are positively genetically correlated, but optimal trait values are different (or alternatively, if the genetic correlation is negative but selection occurs in the same direction for both sexual tactics). Such conflict would resemble the intra-locus conflict observed between the sexes of many species and may similarly influence the evolution of alternative life histories [52, 53] .
This study is a first attempt at a comprehensive understanding of the genetic relationships between traits involved in the development of the sneaker male phenotype in the Atlantic salmon. We show that high additive genetic variation, and hence a high capacity to respond to selection, is found in the timing of sexual maturation and size-related traits. Although selection can thus influence early sexual development, a correlated response between these traits is also expected to occur, with the rate of this response changing throughout ontogeny. Our results also provide preliminary evidence about the distribution of genetic variance in the mature parr phenotype, thus setting a framework for the study of the genetic constraints that arise from trait correlations. 
